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ABSTRACT
A hard mathematical problem interacts with cryptosystem. As Factorization and Discrete Logarithm based
cryptosystems are RSA and ElGamal respectively. This paper presents new hard problem as fuzzy-word computing
and then its applies on cryptography.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Information and mathematics are the two different
words. But these two distinct words are adjoined in the
year 1948, when C. E. Shannon presented the new idea
as “A Mathematical Theory of Communication”. This
became a landmark of the existed world of electronic
communication.
Nature is itself based on the communication by coding.
The uniqueness is the leading reason behind this. The
modern world is inspired by the nature and its elements.
Various electronic devices are based on the natural
examples.
This study deals with the security of the information by
fuzzy theory. Security is essential in communication by
the protocol agreement between sender and receiver.
The message sends with any hard mathematical
problem via network. The original message is called
plaintext. This plaintext represents as the ciphertext by
the algebraic operation. Later this ciphertext converts
into the plaintext. The conversion depends on the keys.
Sender uses the public key of receiver and receiver uses
the private key of own. This system is called
cryptography.
The information transmits with security by a single
reason i.e. system consist the hard mathematical
problem. This is one of the important applications of

the pure mathematics. Number theory is one of the
purest branches of mathematics. Cryptography is one
of the great modern applications of pure mathematics.
Hence we are presenting a new dimension on
cryptology interacted with fuzzy sets and logic. Next
section is based on the review of literatures.

II. Literature Review
Zadeh [1] introduced the fuzzy as the new set in 1965.
This set fulfils all the basic rules of the classical set
theory. The new set theory is established by
membership function. This is the set based on the
classes. In 1979, he [2] presented the theory of
reasoning. This is an approximation over the set.
Another fundamental work came in the year 1983 when
he [3] proposed some dimensions for the natural
languages. The computational aspects for the languages
are represented by the fuzzy quantifiers.
In 1972, De Luca et al [4] gave the definition of
entropy in fuzzy set theory. A non-probabilistic
concept is applied in fuzzy set.
Baruah [5] put another function called reference
function in 1999. It is based on fuzzy membership and
its subsets. In 2011, he [6] developed a field theory for
the fuzzy sets. All the algebraic extension is defined on
this theory. In the same year he [7] reviewed the fuzzy
set theory via the basic structure of the classical set
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theory. The belief and realities are demonstrated in this
article. This was the fruitful year of research for Baruha,
he [8] tried to obtain the roots of the fuzzy polynomials.
Its physical presence or absences are studied in this
review. The measuring and approximating are applied
for this.
In 2011, the entropy of fuzzy set is studied by Dhar [9].
Hwang and Yung’s contribution on the roots of fuzzy
set are reviewed by him. Next year, he [10] put a note
on entropy of fuzzy sets. This was a generalised study
of the fuzzy set over the physical study of entropy. In
the same year, he [11] proposed a new theory on fuzzy
indexing. Its separation and substitution are covered in
this theory. In 2012, he [12] turned the fuzzy sets into
the fuzzy numbers and its geometrical representations.
In the same year, he [13] studied fuzzy sets as the
symmetry rather than membership function. The
conditions, similarity and comparison for the breaking
the symmetry of fuzzy sets is presented in this paper.
2012 was the productive year for Dhar, when he [14]
published five papers on fuzzy and its variants. Another
work of him came as subsets of the fuzzy set in the
same year. He constructed some basic rules for
obtaining the fuzzy subsets.
Casasnovas et al [15] introduced the finiteness of fuzzy
sets in 2003. They used scalar cardinalities with the tnorms and t-co-norms operation. In 1993, Li [16]
presented a contiuum hypothesis on the fuzzy sets and
its cardinality. Wygralak [17] approached to fuzzy sets
towards the axiomatic relationship with the scalar
cardinalities.
In 1985, Dubois et al [18] focused the modelling of
fuzzy sets. The cardinality of fuzzy sets and its
quantification are studied by them. They [19] evaluated
the fuzzy sets over the scalar evaluation in 1990.
In 1980, Gottwald [20] wrote a note on the cardinals of
the fuzzy set. Raselsu [21] proposed the fuzzy criteria
under the context of cardinality, quantifiers and
aggregation. In 2011, Bason [22] et al designed a
system of analysis of the fuzzy attributes. This is based
on discrete norms of fuzzy sets. Recently Janssene et al
[23] measured the fuzzy sets via the transitivity.
The literature of Stavroulakis [24] covers almost all the
topics of the information and communication related
security. Juels et al [25] drafted an idea towards fuzzy

based security systems in 1999. The extension of this
work came in the existence in the year 2002, when they
[26] modified their scheme.
In 2001, Chang et al [28] proposed the new
cryptographic protocol based on the bio-mechanism.
Vielhauer et al [29] presented a scheme based on
statistical approach with the digital signature scheme.
In 2006, Dodis et al [29] introduced a scheme based on
fuzzy extraction. They provided some techniques for
developing the strong keys. The biometrics and noisy
data are used under this study. Nowadays several works
has been initiated based on this method.
Margarov [30] developed a secret sharing protocol
based on fuzzy vault in the year 2009. This is also
referred as the secure and efficient cryptosystem in the
world of security.
In 2004, Savvides et al [31] designed a device by face
recognition technique. The biometric filter based
system is designed for the upgrading the security. Jain
et al [32] presented a new system based on the
fingerprint resolution in 2000. This is a system called
as filterbank.
A new cryptosystem came in the existence in the year
2004 called biometric cryptosystem. This is invented
by Uludag et al [33]. In the same year Lin et al [34]
generated a biometric authentication device. Clancy et
al [35] proposed an authentication system based on the
finger print technique in the year 2003.
In 2004, Uludag et al [36] set a security system based
on fuzzy configuration. Fuzzy is generalised in this
paper with finger print characterisation.
This study is based on the discrete study of fuzzy sets
and its application in cryptography. Fuzzy sets are
based on the membership function and this
characteristic will be used over the security
performances.

III. METHODS AND MATERIAL
Arduino Fuzzy Analysis: An analysis of fuzzy set and
fuzzy logic is presented here. This will be base for the
proposed cryptosystem.
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Fuzzy Set Analysis: Although this set is defined by
class and membership function but here we study this
set over the security aspects.
The crisp set: X  x.

f : sec ure,
or,
f : probability (mi )  0,
or,
f : 0  probability (mi )  1,

Membership function: f A ( x)  [0,1].

f A ( x)  1 : x  A,

Then the fuzzy set will be represented by,

or

f A ( m1 )  0,

f A ( x)  1 : x  A.
Hence,
The fuzzy set will be,
An
ordered

f A ( m 2 )  0,
.
.
pair:

.

( X , f A ( x)) : x  X , or, ( X , [0,1]).

f A ( m k )  0.1,
.

Cryptosystem is a security system under the
probable security (Much or more or most). An
attack is defined as another cryptosystem which is
equivalent to the existed. Let A and B be the two
cryptosystems, then it will be said to equal if A = B.
By fuzzy it is defined as below:

.
.
f A ( ml )  0.3,
.
.
.

A  B,

f A ( m m )  0 .7 ,

or,
.

f A ( x)  f B ( x),
or,

.

fA  fB.

.

The complement is defined as;

f A ( m n )  1.
Hence the fuzzy set will be:

f A'  1  f A .

A  0 / m1 ...0.7 / mm ,..,1 / mn .

Next, the fuzzy set is reviewed under the context of
cryptography in below:

Similarly, the set of message can be represented for
the fuzzy membership function defined “insecure”
as below:

f : in sec ure,
Let,
The set of message be M  m1 ,..., m n .

or,
f : probability (mi )  1,

Or,
The message as string represented by,

or,

S  m1 ...mn ; mi  0 or 1.
eg.

f : 0  probability (mi )  1,
Then the fuzzy set will be represented by,

S  0110100101 01.
Let the membership function is defined as “secure”.
Let the fuzzy set be A, which will be defined as
follows:
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f A (m1 )  1,
f A ( m 2 )  0 .7 ,
.

The structure of any cryptosystem as per the fuzzy set
will be redefined as below after the conventional
cryptosystem:

Cryptosystem :
input

.
.
f A (m k )  0.5,
.


pla int ext

encryption

.
.
f A (ml )  0,
.


transmission

ciphertext

.
.
f A (m m )  0,
.


decryption.

output

.
.
f A ( m n )  0.
Hence the fuzzy set will be:

A  1 / m1 ...0.7 / mm ,..,0 / mn .

Fuzzy  Cryptosystem :
input

pla int ext

In above, it is discussed that the fuzzy set considered
on the basis of membership function as “secure” and
“insecure”. This can be generalised with “much, more
and most” for both secure and insecure.


fuzzification

The fuzzy rule is required here because there are
existed some conditions. Generally fuzzy rule is used
when the linguistic variable needs to convert into the
numerals. Here everything is based on the binary
process.


transmission

Thus the binary fuzzy rule is presenting as per the
cryptographic requirements in below:

If  Then,
If : probability (message)  0,
Then : cryptosystem(sec ure).
If : probability (message)  0,
Then : cryptosystem(in sec ure).


encryption


ciphertext

decryption.

defuzzification

output
Here, the fuzzification and defuzzification will be
analysed. These provide the extra security with the
same efficiency. The fuzzy encryption is presenting in
below:
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.4. Fuzzy Encryption:

Fuzz Encryption: The plaintext converts in to the
ciphertext by the fuzzification. The process will be
discussed in the next para.

The mapping presents as below:
Let a word be,

4.1. The Plaintext;

As the string, the word w is presented as,

Let, The message be m. This is also called an original
message or plaintext. There is no need to fuzzification
to the message.
The message will be used in encryption originally. But
another direction on the plaintext will be discussed in
this study.
The word will be treated as the number. Hence the
problem with number generalises with the problem
with message.

w  f (l ) : l  letters.

w  w1 w2 ...wn .
The mapping of the binary operation with the string of
two letters is presented in below:

  ab  a  b
  ba  b  a
  aa  a  b

  ac  c  a

The illustration is given in below:
Let a word be “no”. It is performed as below:

no
4.2. The Hard Mathematical Problem (HMP): This
is the base of any cryptography. All cryptosystems are
based on any mathematical problem, e.g. factorization,
discrete logarithm etc. In this idea, we do not use the
HMP but will use the new hard problem based on the
fuzzy called the fuzzy hard problem (FHP). The
message and the FHP will be performed together by the
fuzzy process.
The message and the FHP will be treated as the two
distinct sets and the fuzzy as the characterisation tool.
In the next subsection, FHP is given.
4.3. FHP: Although Zadeh [37] introduced the fuzzy
based computation in 1996. He suggested the new
fuzzy methodology of computation by fuzzy called
computation with words. Here we establish this idea as
FHP.
Let,
The original message be m represented as follows:

m  f ( A) : A  Alphabet,


no

nl mno
The word i.e. the plaintext “no” became the ciphertext
as " n  l  m  n  o".
The additional term is l  m  n.
Now, apply the fuzzy principle as:
The membership function: “+”.
The fuzzy set: (n, o, n  l  m  n  o).

There will be unique " l  m  n" for the word “no”.
How we decrypt the ciphertext, the next subsection lies
with this:
4.5. Fuzzy Decryption:
The received message or the ciphertext is,

As we know that, message is the set of words with the
rule called grammar.
We define the grammar rule by the binary operation
rule. As the number follows the binary rule, the same
generalisation will be applied on the words also.
The fuzzy cryptosystem is presented in below:

" n  l  m  n  o".
The applied algebraic operation will be shifted by the
fuzzy operation as below:
Let A be the applied membership function as:

A : n  o.
B is another membership function as:

B : l  m  n.
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The fuzzy operation for these two membership
functions is denoted as:

[6].

f AB  f A . f B .
f A B  f A  f B
.
f A B  f A  f B
f A/ B  f A / fB .
Hence the fuzzy decryption will be proceeded as the
inverse fuzzy operation of addition i.e. subtraction.
The ciphertext holds the following condition:

[7].

[8].

[9].

The original message = f B  f A .

V. CONCLUSION
Although cryptography started for the security of the
message only in ancient but now it has generalised the
digital society. Message transformation has become a
science today. Recently biological aspect of the
cryptography has launched. The natural secret also lies
with this domain.
Hence the current work will be directed the future plan
towards the security. This study is presented as the
application of the fuzzy set and cryptography both.
Zadeh’s contribution was the landmark in the
development of real mathematical application but today
this has been applied in almost every field of the
society.
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